[Exploratory study of factors related sexual dysfunction among cancer patients].
To investigate the factors related to the sexual dysfunction among cancer patients and make preparation for its prevention and treatment to improve the quality of life of cancer patients. Self-designed questionnaires about sexual function were used and 130 patients in their rehabilitation period interviewed. These patients were suffering from different kinds of cancer. Age of patients and their perception of sex are two important factors resulting in significant difference of suffering rate of sexual dysfunction among these cancer patients. The total suffering rate of sexual dysfunction among patients suffering from reproductive cancer is significantly higher than that of patients suffering from cancer in other systems. Of all the factors we analyzed in the research, we found that stage of cancer; physical strength and perception of sex had significant correlation with newly emerging sexual dysfunction. From the patient's point of view, those newly suffering from sexual dysfunction after their cases were diagnosed as cancer thought that cancer treatment had negative effect on their sexual function. Stage of cancer, physical strength and perception of sex had significant correlation with sexual dysfunction of cancer patients who have received cancer treatment. This suggests that, intervention in patients' wrong perception of sex is the first aspect we should pay attention to in treating and preventing sexual dysfunction among cancer patients.